Ecological theory predicts that demographic connectivity structures the dynamics of local 2 populations within metapopulation systems, but empirical support has been constrained by major 3 limitations in data and methodology. We tested this prediction for giant kelp Macrocystis 4 pyrifera-a key habitat-forming species in temperate coastal ecosystems worldwide-in 5 southern California, USA, by combining a long-term (22 years), large-scale (~500 km coastline), 6
Introduction
Theoretical models of spatially structured populations indicate that demographic 23 connectivity among habitat patches can strongly influence local (within-patch) population 24 dynamics. Dispersal among patches may reduce the probability of local extinction by increasing 25 population growth (Pulliam 1988) , decreasing population fluctuations by buffering against 26 stochasticity (Stacey and Taper 1992) , or reducing inbreeding depression (Saccheri et al. 1998) . 27
Alternatively, widespread dispersal may enhance the probability of local extinction by increasing 28 the loss of individuals or propagules during or soon after transport (Hanski and Zhang 1993, 29 Burgess et al. 2012) , or by synchronizing temporal dynamics across the metapopulation, which 30 enhances the likelihood of simultaneous local extinctions (Heino et al. 1997) . 31
Despite these and other important theoretical advances, understanding how demographic 32 connectivity affects local population dynamics in real metapopulation systems remains a central 33 challenge (Hanski 1999 , Sale et al. 2006 , Eaton et al. 2014 . While there have been several 34 careful empirical evaluations, progress has been restricted by three major limitations in data and 35 methodology. First, in most empirical metapopulation studies, estimates of local population 36 abundances and fecundities are usually constrained or contain significant discontinuities over 37 time and space, and thus fail to census all local populations of interest (López-Duarte et al. 2012 , 38 Ojanen et al. 2013 , Burgess et al. 2014 . Moreover, population estimates are often generated with 39 non-trivial detection error or are assumed to follow simple scaling rules (Hanski 1999 , Eaton et 40 al. 2014 . Second, delineations of patch boundaries commonly fall victim to the mega-patch 41 problem, the difficulty of characterizing distinct, independently-fluctuating subpopulations 42 within a single contiguous patch (Holt 1992 , Cavanaugh et al. 2014b ). Third, connectivity 43 estimates are often based on potentially-unrealistic assumptions, such as simple dispersal rules or 44 biomass (Cavanaugh et al. 2014a) . Giant kelp forms a floating surface canopy observable from 115 above, providing an excellent opportunity for remote sensing of population dynamics. Briefly, 116
we used 30-m resolution multispectral Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) and Landsat 7 117
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) satellite imagery to measure kelp canopy biomass 118 density (wet kg/m 2 ; calibrated by diver surveys) across the region at least every 16 days from 119 1984 to 2014 (Fig. 1B; see Cavanaugh et al. 2011 for a more detailed description of these 120 methods). We used canopy biomass as an estimate of adult population abundance because these 121 two variables are strongly correlated (P < 0.001; R 2 = 0.85; Cavanaugh et al. 2013) . 122
123

Patch delineations and the mega-patch problem 124
Patch boundary definitions are a critical component of any metapopulation model 125 because they determine patch size, connectivity, and rates of extinction and colonization, yet 126 patch delineations are often chosen arbitrarily. Most patch delineations use simple metrics, such 127 as minimum distance or habitat contiguity, which can fall victim to the mega-patch problem: 128 consolidating adjoining but independently-fluctuating subpopulations into a single population 129 within a contiguous mega-patch (Holt 1992 , Cavanaugh et al. 2014b . Aggregating 130 subpopulations within mega-patches causes artificially high variability of within-patch 131 synchrony and artificially low among-patch connectivity and extinction rates. To overcome the 132 mega-patch problem, we used a graph theory community detection approach to classify each 133
Landsat 5 TM pixel into a number of sub-patches detected within each mega-patch (Fig. 1B) . 134
This hierarchical method incorporates suitable habitat area (all areas containing kelp at some 135 point in the Landsat 5 TM imagery, 1984 -2011 and population synchrony to generate optimal, 136 transition of a patch from an occupied state (1) to an unoccupied state (0); represented as 1 0), 160 persistence (1 1), colonization (0 1), and colonization failure (0 0) between all pairs of 161 consecutive semesters. We classified a patch as extinct when canopy biomass was undetected for 162 at least one semester because individuals that survive environmental stochasticity typically 163 regrow surface canopies within six months (Dayton et al. 1984, Schiel and Foster 2015) . 164
Conversely, we classified a patch as persistent when it was occupied for two or more successive 165 semesters. Our approach allowed us to census all local extinctions and colonizations, as well as 166 measure durations of extinction and persistence (i.e., numbers of consecutive semesters of giant 167 kelp absence and presence, respectively). 168
169
Oceanographic modeling of spore dispersal 170
To estimate demographic connectivity among patches, we employed Lagrangian (water-171 following) particle simulations using solutions from a high-resolution (1 km horizontal), three- We released over 500 million Lagrangian particles every 12 hours at 5-30 m depth (in 5 m 176 increments) from 135 approximately rectangular nearshore ROMS connectivity cells (nominal 177 alongshore distance = 8 km; mean area = 77.3 ± 5.7 km 2 ). We used the resulting trajectories to 178 estimate the monthly probability of a water parcel arriving at a recipient ROMS cell (j) from 179 each source ROMS cell (i; i ≠ j) given an advection timescale (see Mitarai et al. 2009 and 180 Simons et al. 2013 for a more detailed description of these methods). We then determined the 181 minimum mean transit time connecting source and destination ROMS cells as a single metric for 182 varying proportional loss rates from 0.5 to 0.99 d -1 (see sensitivity analysis in Appendix A). 206
Incorporating these loss rates with modeled oceanographic transport yielded effective spore 207 dispersal distances (e.g., 50% of spores dispersing 0.56-0.84 km and 1% of spores dispersing 208 3.8-5.7 km) that were consistent with in situ measurements of giant kelp spore dispersal (Reed et 209 al. 2004 , Gaylord et al. 2006 ) and population genetics (Alberto et al. 2010 (Alberto et al. , 2011 . 210
211
Demographic connectivity estimates 212
Most estimates of demographic connectivity, especially in marine ecosystems, fail to 213 explicitly consider patch-specific fecundities, which determine the numbers of dispersing 214 individuals or propagules (Watson et al. 2010 , Burgess et al. 2014 . Landsat-derived estimates of 215 giant kelp canopy biomass are a good predictor of local population fecundity (spore-bearing 216 tissue density; Appendix B). Therefore, we used aggregate canopy biomass as a proxy for patch 217 fecundity. We estimated relative demographic connectivity (C j,t ) of a population at patch j during 218 semester t as 219 (Eq. 1) 220 where b i,(t -0.5) is the canopy biomass of the population at patch i in the previous semester, l is 221 daily proportional spore loss rate, and d ij is the modeled transit time for spores dispersing from 222 patch i to patch j (for n total patches in which i ≠ j). We chose to predict local dynamics based on 223 a single semester time lag in connectivity because giant kelp sporophytes generally take 6-9 224 months to mature to canopy-forming adults following spore settlement (Dayton et al. 1984 
Results
271
Over the 22-year (44-semester) time series, we observed 9,589 occurrences/absences (in 272 all 223 patches), 5,997 extinction/persistence events (in 221 patches) of which 791 were 273 extinctions (relative frequency = 0.132), and 3,592 colonization/failure-of-colonization events (in 274 Demographic connectivity and patch size strongly predicted probabilities of local giant 297 kelp occupancy, extinction, and colonization (P ≤ 0.002; Table 2 ; Fig. 4 ). Increasing connectivity 298 and patch size improved the probability of occupancy by giant kelp (Fig. 4A ), reduced the 299 probability of extinction (Fig. 4B) , and enhanced the probability of colonization (Fig. 4C) . 300
Moreover, we did not observe any local extinctions when connectivity was over 0.31 (relative to 301 the observed maximum; Fig. 4B ). 302
The effect of connectivity on the probability of occupancy was essentially equivalent to 303 that of patch size (Table 2 ; Fig. 4A ). In contrast, connectivity had proportionally smaller effects 304 on the probabilities of extinction and colonization relative to patch size (effect size for 305 connectivity was 78% and 15% of patch size for the probabilities of extinction and colonization, 306 respectively; Table 2 ; Figs. 4B and 4C). Unfortunately, however, our ability to examine how 307 connectivity affected colonization was limited because we did not observe any colonization or 308 failure-of-colonization events for patches with relative connectivity over 0.69 (Fig. 4C) . 309
As patch size increased, the positive impact of connectivity on occupancy, extinction, and 310 colonization tended to diminish (Fig. 4) . Connectivity strongly improved probabilities of 311 occupancy and persistence for small and moderately sized patches, whereas extinction was 312 highly unlikely (< 5%) in very large patches (> ~32 ha) regardless of connectivity (Figs. 4A and 313 4B). The probability of colonization, on the other hand, was highly sensitive to connectivity 314 across a broad range of patch sizes (Fig. 4C) . 315
All results were highly robust to variation in proportional spore loss rates (l = 0.5-0.99 d Our results demonstrate that demographic connectivity among patches can strongly 320 determine local population dynamics. Increasing connectivity enhanced the likelihood of giant 321 kelp occupancy by reducing the probability of extinction and improving the probability of 322 colonization. However, patch size also influenced local dynamics and mediated the effect of 323 connectivity. Moreover, the relationship between connectivity and local population dynamics 324 varied over time, possibly due to temporal variation in oceanographic transport processes. connectivity on local population dynamics (Fig. 4) . Connectivity had a large effect on the 362 probability of extinction for small (0-7 ha) and moderate (7-23 ha) sized patches, but this effect 363 diminished with increasing patch size. The probability of persisting to the next semester 364 saturated near 1 (i.e., no risk of extinction) for very large (> 24 ha) patches regardless of thedegree of connectivity, while the smallest (< 1 ha) patches had less than a 50% chance of 366 persisting to the next semester even under the highest connectivity. 367 corroborating previous empirical studies (Hanski 1999). Most extinction periods were short (≤ 2 372 years), matching earlier observations of rapid giant kelp recovery following local extinction 373 (Reed et al. 2006a ). However, some patches failed to be colonized for many years and a few 374 were extinct for nearly the entire 22 years of our investigation (Fig. 3B) . Our results indicate that 375 highly isolated patches face lower semesterly probabilities of colonization (Fig. 4C) occasional colonization from other populations may be even more critical to the long-term 383 persistence of isolated populations (Saccheri et al. 1998) . 384
Connectivity was less predictive of the probability of colonization than it was for the 385 probabilities of occupancy or extinction, especially when compared to the consistent effect of 386 patch size (Table 2 ; Fig. 4 ). There are several pre-and post-settlement processes that differ 387 between extinct and extant patches that could play a role in disrupting the link betweenconnectivity and colonization. For example, denuded reefs are often associated with higher 389 densities of sea urchins, which can greatly reduce the survival of juvenile giant kelp (Dayton et 390 al. 1984, Harrold and Reed 1985) . Patches lacking giant kelp are also more likely to support an 391 abundance of understory macroalgae (Dayton et al. 1984 ) that can outcompete early life-history 392 stages of giant kelp (Reed and Foster 1984, Reed 1990) connectivity and colonization. However, additional research is needed to evaluate the survival 408 and demographic importance of latent early life-history stages (Carney et al. 2013) . 409
Increasing patch size enhanced the probability of patch colonization (Fig. 4C) . We 410 speculate that bigger patches offer a larger 'target' area for spore settlement, as well as greater 411 within-patch environmental heterogeneity that may promote the likelihood of successful 412 settlement and recruitment. Our results offer support for earlier studies predicting that patch size 413 alters the probability of colonization ( Table 1 . Delta-AIC values (Δ i = AIC i -AIC min ) and Akaike weights (w i , the probability that model i is best among all R candidate 665 models) from model comparisons for each response variable (probabilities of local occupancy, extinction, and colonization). The 666
Patch size term represents the log of patch area (ln [Area] ). The number of model parameters is indicated by k. For each response 667 variable, models with very strong support (Δ i < 2) are designated by bold information criteria. The proportional spore loss rate (l in 668
Eq. 1) for these models was 0.9 d -1 , but all results were highly robust to variation in proportional spore loss rates (l = 0. Table 2 . Results of the analysis of deviance for each fixed factor in the most parsimonious model (see Table 1 ) by the Wald χ -test. 672 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for standardized effect sizes were estimated using model-based parametric bootstraps (n = 1000 673 simulations). The Patch size term represents the log of patch area (ln [Area] ). The proportional spore loss rate (l in Eq. 1) for these 674 models was 0.9 d -1 , but all results were highly robust to variation in proportional spore loss rates (l = 0. 
